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A skin of Castle Wolfenstein where all you do is pet
dogs

In the original 1992 Castle Wolfenstein 3D, you fought off Nazis and their dogs.
Now there's a mod called Woof3D -- also known as "Return to Castle Woofenstein" -- which removes
all the nazis and the guns, and all you do is ... pet the dogs.
As the creator explains:
There's a big ol' castle full of dogs wanting pats and you're the one to pet them. Sorry, they
jump up on you, I hope you don't mind dog paw prints on your jeans. Just pat them and they'll
fall asleep pretty quick.
Windows only! My son installed the game on his Windows PC and we played it, and I was surprised
to find that it's actually kind of hard -- I'd expected that the dogs just, y'know, licked you or stuff, but it
turns out they also jump on you and deplete your health, so you can be licked to death, I guess. They
do seem to fall asleep pretty quickly with a pat or two, though.
There's some fun in-game art, too ...
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When Bob Odenkirk perfectly played Charles Manson
Well before Breaking Bad, and Better Call Saul (and even
Mr. Show), Bob Odenkirk showed his comedic chops by
playing Charles Manson on the short-lived 1990s TV
sketch series The Ben Stiller Show. In two of the skits, he
plays the madman as a sort of incarcerated “Heloise” in
“Ask Manson.” In them, he answers […]
READ THE REST

Student begs professor to let her bring dog to class before hurricane.
What happens next is in fact awesome
Who’s a good girl? This dog.
READ THE REST
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This smart dog is so excited to go on a walk with his human
“And that is what we call a GOOD DOG.” So super excited, this lil guy is.
READ THE REST

The world's number-one screenwriting software is half off
If you intend on having your screenplay picked up by a
major studio, you need to make sure your work meets
formatting standards. However, doing so is often a long
and tedious process that can take precious time away
from writing the next Oscar-worthy hit. That’s why top
studios, like Disney, Warner Brothers, and MGM, […]
READ THE REST

This app helps you optimize your home's Wi-Fi
Wireless networks are known to be fickle beasts, delivering inconsistent speeds and disconnecting throughout
the day. However, there are steps you can take to bring
your network—and browsing experience—back to 100
percent. NetSpot Pro for Windows allows you to visualize, optimize, and troubleshoot your wireless networks
with any PC or Mac so you can get the […]
READ THE REST

Take on the Italian mob in this hit game
It’s not often a video game can create a vibrant open
world, fill it with complex characters, and let you play
your way through on high-octane adventure. In this regard, Mafia III is not like most games. You play as Lincoln Clay, an orphan and Vietnam veteran hellbent on
revenge against the Italian Mafia in 1960’s […]
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We are a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for us to earn fees by linking to Amazon.com and affiliated
sites.
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